
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

In your opinion, is the IMF effective? Why or why not?



Does globalization lead to inequality?



Recap

Financial Crises
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Commonality: This time is different syndrome, boom-and-bust

The Latin American debt crisis (external debt crisis)

East Asian financial crisis (banking and currency crisis)

The Great Recession 2007-2009 (banking crisis)

The International Monetary Fund

Primary purpose is to ensure financial stability

Uses surveillance, technical assistance, and conditional lending

Evaluating the IMF’s success is difficult but there remains
criticism over conditionality, effectiveness, and high politics



History of the European Union

Following WWII, French prime minister Robert Schuman said the
goal of European integration was to “make war not only
unthinkable but materially impossible.”

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was created
in 1951

6 initial members: France, Germany, Belgium, Italy,
Netherlands, and Luxembourg
Regulated industrial production under a common market and
joint authority

Led to the European Economic Community in 1956

Extended the common market and built a common tariff
within Europe



History of the European Union

After the US left the gold standard in 1973, Europeans sought to
minimize exchange rate variability

The Europan Monetary System (EMS) was established in
1979 to fix all EU member currencies to the Deutsche mark at
a fixed rate

All members valued exchange rate stability over domestic
autonomy

Some saw the EMS as a way to reduce inflation to Germany’s
low levels

Others saw the EMS as a way to encourage more
intra-European trade



The Euro

The Maastricht Treaty in 1991 formally created a monetary with
a common currency (the Euro) and central authority (The
European Central Bank)

Transition took 8 years

Committed countries to economic discipline before they could
join

Had to equalize inflation rates across members

Had to reduce budget deficits to 3% and keep government
debt below 60% of GDP



Early struggles

Most countries struggled to meet these early targets

Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain had large budget deficits and
debt burdens

Even Germany and France breached the limits several times in
the early years

Red flag that nations still had different macroeconomic
priorities

The Eurozone was created in 1999 and physical currency was rolled
out in 2002



Economic benefits of a currency union

Encourages trade and integration

“The United States of Europe”

Political and economic integration reduce the possibility of
military conflict



Economic costs of a currency union

Countries must give up their individual macroeconomic
management

Countries cannot use monetary policy as a “shock absorber”

Assumes that all members are equally affected by shocks



4 potential weaknesses of the Eurozone

1 The EU was not an optimal currency area

The union was too heterogenous. It brought together Europe’s
core (Germany, France, Benelux, etc) with the periphery
(Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, etc)

2 Moral hazard

Implicit “bail out” loosened borrowing in the periphery
Banks and investors assumed a bailout would be forthcoming if
a Euro member was in trouble

3 No lender of last resort

Unlike the US FED, the ECB was not designed to help during
a financial crisis

4 No fiscal coordination

Members didn’t ensure that their fiscal policies (budgets) were
in sync
Led to BOP imbalances whereby the core (Germany) ran large
current account surpluses while the periphery ran large deficits
financed by borrowing



Imbalances grow



Moral hazard

Yields on Government Debt - Eurozone countries



A European Crisis

Capital flow booms and busts are the common cause

The 2008 Subprime crisis reduced lending around the world

The debt of the European periphery grew questionably high.
Investors raised interest rates to compensate for their fear of
default (“vicious cycle”)

News in 2010 that Greece had lied about its fiscal accounts to
join the Euro, stopped all lending to the European periphery

The sudden stop of lending marked the onset of crisis

Greece: Poor fiscal policy led to large external government debts
(ex. borrowing financed inefficient welfare and retirement plans)
Spain and Ireland: Banks lent foreign money to property
developers, generating massive housing bubbles. Governments
assumed the debt of banks via bailouts



Focus on Greece

1999: The Euro was introduced as an accounting currency only.
Greece was unable to take part because it failed to meet fiscal
criteria (inflation, deficit, debt-to-GDP)

2001: Greece joins in time for the physical adoption of the Euro
but misrepresents its finances to join

2009: Greece announces that its true budget deficit is 12% (later
revised to > 15%) and its borrowing costs spike

2010: Greece gets its first IMF and EU bailout for $146 billion
over three years. Greece accepts conditions.



Focus on Greece

2012: Greece gets a second IMF/EU bailout for $172 billion that
includes a > 50% write-off. Includes significant austerity.

2015: Greece misses a payment to the IMF when its bailout
expired. Fearful of capital flight in response to effective default,
Tsipras announces emergency capital controls.

2015: A national referendum rejects a new IMF/EU bailout

2015: Greece agrees to a third IMF/EU bailout for $95 billion



Who adjusts?

Much of the controversy has revolved around who should bear the
cost of adjustment:

Core’s leverage: Because private loans aren’t available in a crisis,
official creditors (ECB, IMF) have leverage over debtors

Without loans from official creditors, Greece would default

Default would prohibit international lending for years

Default would also lead to financial, social and political unrest

Periphery’s leverage: Since banks in the core hold so much of the
periphery’s bad debts, default poses a credible threat to core
countries

If Greece defaulted, core banks would be made insolvent

Core governments would have to bail out banks



Core bank claims



Current state

So far, the EU has muddled through. The mutual dependence
between the core and the periphery has allowed the EU to save off
disaster with a combination of bailouts and austerity.

But Greece has also failed to recover



High unemployment



High unemployment



High debt-to-GDP ratio



Low GDP



Political consequences

Research shows that there is a relationship between economic
depression and votes for extremist political parties

During the Great Depression, the share of votes for extremist
parties around the world correlated with the degree of
economic hardship

In January 2015, New Dawn (Greek neo-Nazi party) became
the third largest party

Syriza, a radical left wing party, won the 2015 elections



Political consequences

When people, especially young people, lose faith in the economy,
political chaos follows



Discussion

One option, that has received significant academic and press
discussion, is for Greece to exit the Eurozone (either permanently
or temporarily).

Should Greece reestablish its own currency or stay in the
Eurozone?



How has globalization affected standards of living throughout the
world?



Globalization

Facts about globalization:

It is associated with rising incomes

The world economy grew 3.5% a year on average between
1960 and 2000
World per capita income rose from $667 in 1820 to $5709 in
1998 (constant USD)
Observable increases in world GDP and GDP per capita

It increases the quality of goods and services

In increases consumer choice



Rising world income

World GDP, 1960-2016 (World Bank)



Rising world income, per capita

World GDP per capita, 1960-2016 (World Bank)



Inequality

Is this higher income evenly distributed?

Across countries?

Within countries?



Across country inequality

GDP per capita, selected countries 1967-2016



Across country inequality

GDP per capita, 2016



Trends over time

Trend 1: Developing economies are growing faster than
industrialized countries

Since the 1990s, growth rates in rich countries have declined

4% in the 1960s to 1.7% in the 1990s

At the same time, growth rates in developing countries have
risen

2.8% in the 1960s to 3.5% in the 1990s



Growth Rates



Importance of growth

Small differences in growth rates have large effects!

The rule of 70: the number of years it takes GDP per capita to
double is approximated by 70/GDP per capita annual growth rate

If GDP per capita growth is 10% (ex. China in the the 2000s),
it should take 7 years for GDP per capita to double (7/10=7)

If GDP per capita growth rate is 2% (ex. US today), it should
take 35 years for GDP per capita to double (70/2=35)



Convergence

As developing countries grow faster, they should “catch-up”

If advanced countries grow slowly and developing countries grow
quickly, economic development should equalize over time.



Trends over time

Trend 2: The number of extremely poor people (living on
less than $1 per day) has decreased

Extremely poor = lives on less than $1 per day PPP

In the past 20 years, the number of people in extreme poverty
has declined by 375 million



Trends over time

Trend 2: The number of extremely poor people (living on
less than $1 per day) has decreased

Extremely poor = lives on less than $1 per day PPP

In the past 20 years, the number of people in extreme poverty
has declined by 375 million

BUT...
The at the same time world population rose - no net effect on
poverty as a %
About half of the world’s population lives on less than $2 a day
Performance varied drastically by region



Africa shows little improvement

Population living on less than $1 a day, 1981-2004



Trends over time

Trend 3: Measures of global inequality have declined
modestly

Using national level data is problematic - doesn’t account for
variation (inequality) within countries

Gini index: attempts to line up all people in the world from
richest to poorest and calculate the discrepancy in their
incomes

0= complete equality; everyone has the same income
1= complete inequality; one person has all the income

Global inequality was rising throughout modern history and in
the 80s began to modestly decline



Global income inequality

 



Variation

BUT...

Rapid growth in Asia has accounted for most of this trend
because that’s where the majority of the world’s poor lived
before 1980

If trends persist then eventually most of the world’s poor will
be concentrated in Africa. If slow growth persists in Africa,
global inequality may begin to rise again.



Within country inequality

On average, globalization hasn’t led to higher inequality within
countries, except for several notable exceptions

China

India

United States



Within country inequality



US income inequality



US income inequality

Income inequality in the United States changed in the 1970s

Since the 1970s, low skilled wages in the US have fallen and
high skilled wages have risen drastically

Increased income inequality in the US since 1970

Many blame trade and immigration for rising inequality



Growing wage inequality



The top 1%



Explaining income inequality

Is it trade? Go back to Stolpher-Samuelson and Ricardo-Viner

Stolpher-Samuelson

Abundant factors see their incomes rise from free trade
Scarce factors see their incomes fall from free trade

Ricardo Viner

Export competing sectors should see their incomes rise from
free trade
Import competing sectors should see their incomes fall from
free trade



Explaining income inequality

Is it trade? Go back to Stolpher-Samuelson and Ricardo-Viner

Stolpher-Samuelson

Abundant factors see their incomes rise from free trade
Scarce factors see their incomes fall from free trade

Ricardo Viner

Export competing sectors should see their incomes rise from
free trade
Import competing sectors should see their incomes fall from
free trade

Losers from trade who see their incomes fall increase income
inequality

Labor, and low skilled labor in particular, has seen wages fall
the most



Explaining income inequality

Trade only explains about 30% of income inequality in the United
States. What else matters?

Technological upgrades

The computer revolution has created a wage increase for
workers with these skills, and displaced others with automation

De-unionization

Low skilled manufacturing used to be unionized
Today, few unions exist in the US. This reduces bargaining
power workers to demand wage increases.

Superstar CEO salaries (The top 0.01%)

People making more than $350, 000 a year have seen their
incomes explode since 1970.
People making greater than $1.5 million a year have seen their
incomes rise even more rapidly.
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CEO Compensation

In 2013, the average CEO annual compensation at the largest 350
companies was a staggering $15.2 million.

CEO compensation (adjusted for inflation) grew 937% since
1978

In comparison, the typical worker’s compensation grew 10.2%

CEO-to-worker compensation grew from 20:1 in 1965 to 296:1
in 2013

http://www.epi.org/publication/ceo-pay-continues-to-rise/


The top 0.01%

Inequality isn’t driven by the top 1%, but by the top 0.01%

A small group of billionaires, CEOs and bankers is riding a
wave of extraordinary incomes and capital gains

Not all of the top 1% look the same

Most of income inequality has accrued to the top 0.01%

The gap separating the rich from the poor (the top 1% vs.
the bottom 90%) is smaller than the gap between the filthy
rice and the kind of rich (the top 0.01% vs. the top 1%)



The top 0.01%



Recap

Globalization has raised incomes - but has it benefited everyone
equally?

Across country inequality

Developing countries are growing faster

The number of extremely poor has decreased

Global inequality has moderately decreased

Variation across countries and regions is still problematic

Within country inequality: Focus on the US

US inequality has been increasing since the 1970s

Causes include trade liberalization, technology,
de-unionization, and superstar CEO salaries

Inequality in the US is largely driven by the top 0.01%


